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Hyperkin and HTC VIVE Collaborate to Release the Hyper Blaster
Retro-Style Gun for the HTC VIVE and VIVE Tracker
November 16, 2017 (Los Angeles, Calif.) Hyperkin, a video game hardware development company from Los
Angeles, has announced the Hyper Blaster, a virtual reality gun peripheral for the upcoming HTC Vive Tracker.
Directly collaborating with HTC VIVE, the leader in room-scale VR, Hyperkin has created the ultimate retro light
gun experience for anyone - available for pre-order today.

Recently showcased at this year's E3 and PAX West, the Hyper Blaster attaches directly to the Vive Tracker, a
VR peripheral for HTC Vive that brings new form factors and experiences into VR. The Hyper Blaster is
bundled with Duck Season, a first-person hunting game developed by Stress Level Zero as an homage to 80s
light gun shooters with a suspenseful, dark story waiting to be unraveled. Hyperkin Product Developer, Chris
Gallizzi, has been working on multiple VR projects since the beginning of the current generation of VR, but the
Hyper Blaster has probably been his team's most prolific to date.

"The Hyper Blaster is the first stop into building a much larger ecosystem for not only VIVE but VR for
consumers," Gallizzi said. "The developer support from VIVE and Stress Level Zero is a clear reminder into
how amazing it is to work in this industry."

The Hyper Blaster, available for pre-order today, is also available on Amazon. It includes Duck Season as a
pack-in title and one Vive Tracker, all for $149.99. Other Hyper Blaster-integrated titles include Arizona
Sunshine, The American Dream VR, Operation Warcade, and Practisim VR. The Vive Tracker is also available
for individual consumer purchase today at Vive.com.

Hyper Blaster Bundle Page

Amazon Product Page

Hyper Blaster Features







Mechanical trigger
2 x grip buttons
2 x menu buttons
Touchpad button
Quick mounting system

About Hyperkin
Hyperkin is a gaming hardware development company, specializing in consoles and accessories for multiple
generations of gamers. Hyperkin's products also provide solutions for a wide array of home entertainment,
leading the way in the retro and modern entertainment industry with unique and innovative ideas. Hyperkin's
product line includes the X91, an officially Xbox-licensed retro-style controller for the Xbox One and Windows
10 PCs; and the SmartBoy, an officially Samsung-licensed mobile attachment device, allowing users to play
Game Boy and Game Boy Color cartridges on their Android Smartphones phones. Founded in 2006,
Hyperkin's headquarters is located in Los Angeles, California.

For more information on Hyperkin, please visit www.hyperkin.com.

About HTC VIVE
VIVE is a first-of-its-kind virtual reality platform, built and optimized for room-scale VR and true-to-life
interactions. Delivering on the promise of VR with game-changing technology and best-in-class content, Vive
has created the strongest ecosystem for VR hardware and software, bringing VR to consumers, developers
and enterprises alike. The Vive ecosystem is built around the best VR hardware in market, supported by Vive
X, a $100 million accelerator for VR and related technology start-ups, Viveport, a global platform and app store
for VR that operates in more than 30 countries, and Vive Studios, its VR content development and publishing
initiative.

For more information on Vive, please visit https://www.vive.com.
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